
Rigging  

 
Convention Center Concert & Exhibit Halls  

Height to rigging grid: upstage:  
Concert Hall - 65'  
Exhibit Hall - 25'  
Rigging Guidelines  
1. The maximum allowable load on individual rigging beams shall be no greater than 1500 lbs. per point.  
2. Contact the Event Services Department for grid layout. 

Rigging Grid Diagram 

Height to rigging grid: upstage = 62'.  
Height to high steel: upstage = 84'.  
Spacing and location of beams for end stage: see attached.  
Spacing and location of beams for center stage: see attached. 
 
Rigging Guidelines  

1. The overall rigging load for a center stage configuration shall not exceed 60,000 lbs.  
2. The overall rigging load for an end stage configuration shall not exceed 100,000 lbs.  
3. The maximum allowable loads on individual rigging beams shall be determined from the LOAD PLAN.  
The values given in the rigging beam schedule are for loads applied more than SIX inches from the end of the rigging 
beam under consideration. Loads applied less than SIX inches from the member end may be considered to act 
directly at the intersection point.  
4. Rigging loads do not include scoreboard loads. Weight of scoreboard plus its rigging shall not exceed 32,000 lbs.  
5. Loads may be applied to the flat bottom chord members only. The sum of the loads (concentrated or distributed) 
tributary to each point along the bottom chord shall not exceed the scheduled loads. Tributary loads shall include light 
grid loads.  
6. Maximum horizontal load of 2000 pounds may be applied along the bottom chords at 24 feet on center. These 
horizontal forces may occur simultaneously with scheduled rigging loads and shall be oriented in one direction. 
7. Light grid framing maximum load notes  
TS 4 X 4: 4500 lbs. Maximum between TS 8 X 6 beams.  
Coordinate loads so as not to exceed TS 8 X 6 maximum load.  
TS 8 X 6 & W12: 4500 lbs. Maximum each member.  
Coordinate loads so as not to exceed maximum truss load. 

Click image to enlarge. 
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